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REF: Mass and sacraments May 8, 2020

Dear faithful,
The times we are going through are still very challenging for both the priests and the

faithful. But thanks to your prayers and the mercy of God, we can see a light at the end of the
tunnel. We have to be ready for a small opening in the current restrictions, so as to reopen our
church smoothly and with a good example to all. As of now, we do not know the details of the
plan for stage 1, but we are guessing the possibility of groups of at most 50 with respect to
physical distancing and other preventative measures like masks, washing of hands and surfaces,
etc. So we will plan with that in mind with eventual adjustments if the rules are different.  Also
remember that the dispensation to assist at Mass on Sundays given in March will last until all
restrictions are lifted, so the live streamed masses will continue every day.

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY THE FOLLOWING:

Our church in St Catharines is large enough to enable us to easily accommodate all of our
congregation there with those restrictions, but this is not the case in Toronto and Orillia. So we
need careful planning and organisation to avoid the stress and difficulties we had in March when
similar restrictions were in place. The details of the procedure we will need to follow will be given
when we know exactly what we can do. But we want already to give you the general principles
so that we are all ready. Please bear with us in those difficult circumstances and help do all that
smoothly by a cheerful cooperation.
 

FOR TORONTO: The church of the Transfiguration in Toronto can accommodate between
30 and 50 faithful between the nave and the basement for a Mass with the 2m distancing,
making exception for members of the same household. But in order to permit one household
to be together, we need to plan in advance who will be in the church for the Mass, and we will
not be able to have all of our faithful on Sundays, as we have realised that we cannot multiply
the masses too much without running into other problems. So we are now thinking of 4
masses on Sundays(8am, 10:30 am, 12:30pm and 5pm), 3 on Saturdays (7:15 am, 9am and 11
am) and 2 the other weekdays (7:15 am and 6pm). Communion can be distributed at those
Masses, but with a different procedure that will have to be strictly followed. Confessions will
not be possible on Sundays, because of the tight schedule and the needs to keep physical
distancing, but the Bookings feature will still be available for confessions and communions
during the week, and if the weather is good, we will hear confessions outside the church during
the weekdays Masses.

We need to be aware of keeping of physical distancing inside and outside the church.
In order to facilitate the outside part, we will have assigned spots for parking.  In the church,
we will also have assigned seats for everyone, and so you will also be assigned a particular
mass for you and your family. Toilets will only be available for extreme urgency, so please
plan ahead. 

https://ontario.sspx.ca


FOR ORILLIA. For the church of the Canadian Martyrs in Orillia, we can have at the most
20 faithful and much less if there is only small households, so we are planning 3 masses on
Sundays (10, noon and 5 pm), and one at 9 am on Mondays. Confessions will be by
appointment between 7 and 9:45 am, and between 2pm and 4:45 pm on Sundays, and between
8 and 9 am on Mondays.  These appointments will be available on the Bookings webpage or
by calling until Saturday evening. You can also make an appointment to receive Holy
Communion at those times.  The procedure for the Masses will be similar to Toronto.

FOR ST CATHARINES. The Mass will be on Sunday at 10 am, with confessions before.
There is enough room at the church for people to wait in the church while confessions are
heard elsewhere with the proper physical distancing. However, we still need registration in
advance to avoid an excess number of people showing up unannounced.

In order for us to be able to plan those assignments ahead and give you a timely notice of
the Masses you can attend, we will need you to fill up the following form and send it back to us
before May 19, as the stage 1 lifting of restrictions will most likely be around that date,
according to the latest news.  Also, we will need volunteers to help us as ushers on Sundays and
Saturdays, and maybe also during the week if there is a large number of faithful.

We thank you very much for your continued support during the past few months and
assure you of our priestly prayers and our readiness to do all that we can. Let’s us all be certain
that God is in charge and will bring from those crosses and contradictions a shower of graces for
those who trust in Him, and of conversion for the world.

Yours in Christ and Mary,

The priests of St Michael’s Priory
Fr. Dominique Boulet

Fr. Jules Bélisle
Fr. Raymond Lillis


